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Intro > What is EULER?
 EULER stands for
 Erweiterbarer, Umweltfreundlicher, Leistungsfähiger ETH Rechner

 It is the 5th central (shared) cluster of ETH
 1999–2007

Asgard ➔ decommissioned

 2004–2008

Hreidar ➔ integrated into Brutus

 2005–2008

Gonzales ➔ integrated into Brutus

 2007–2016

Brutus

 2014–2018+ Euler

 It benefits from the 15 years of experience gained with those previous large
clusters
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Intro > Shareholder model
 Like its predecessors, Euler has been financed (for the most part) by its users
 In just 2 years, over 50 (!) research groups from almost all departments of ETH have invested
in Euler

 These so-called “shareholders” receive a share of the cluster’s resources (processors,
memory, storage) proportional to their investment

 The small share of Euler financed by IT Services is open to all members of ETH
 The only requirement is a valid NETHZ account
 These “guest users” can use limited resources
 If someone needs more computing power, he/she can invest in the cluster and become a
shareholder at any time
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Intro > Shareholders by department
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Intro > Hardware components
 Euler I (2014)
 448 x HPE BL460c Gen8 (352 x 64 GB, 32 x 128 GB, 64 x 256 GB)
 Each node contains 2 x 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2697v2 @ 2.7 GHz

 Euler II (2015)
 768 x HPE BL460c Gen9 (736 x 64 GB, 32 x 512 GB)
 Each node contains 2 x 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 @ 2.5 GHz
 Plus 4 very large memory nodes (4 x 3072 GB)

 Euler III (2016)
 Expansion in progress

 High-speed networks
 10-Gigabit Ethernet (Cisco) for file access
 56-Gigabit InfiniBand (Mellanox) for inter-node communication
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Intro > Euler I (right) & II (left)
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Intro > Building block > HPE c7000 enclosure
 10U (44.5 cm) high
 Front side:
 Up to 16 compute nodes
 6 “platinum” power supplies

 Back side (not shown):
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Intro > Compute node > HPE BL460c

BL460c Gen8 – Euler I
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18 cm

Intro > Compute node > HPE BL460c Gen9

52 cm
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Intro > Brutus + Euler = …
Brutus

Euler

Combined

Number of racks

32

24

56

Number of nodes

748

1,220

1,968

Number of cores

18,800

29,440

48,240

195 1)

~1,006 2)

~1,201 2)

53

119

172

1,000

1,600

2,600

Peak performance (TF)
RAM (TB)
Shared storage (TB)
1)
2)

Including 18.5 TF provided by 36 GPUs to be decommissioned soon
Peak performance may vary depending on Turbo Boost & AVX2 frequency
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Intro > Performance growth
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Access > Who can use Euler
 The only requirement to use Euler is a valid NETHZ account
 Members of ETH





Immediate access; no need to fill out an account request form
Use NETHZ credentials to login (via ssh) to username@euler.ethz.ch
New users must accept the cluster’s usage rules upon first login
Euler uses NETHZ database to identify shareholders and guest users, and sets privileges and
priorities automatically

 External collaborators
 Members of other institutions who have a collaboration with a research group at ETH may use
Euler for the purpose of said collaboration
 Their counterpart (“sponsor”) at ETH must create a NETHZ guest account for them, including
e-mail address and VPN service
 Once this is done, they can access Euler like members of ETH
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Access > Legal compliance
 Euler is subject to ETH’s acceptable use policy for IT resources (Benutzungsordnung für Telematik, BOT), in particular:





Euler accounts are strictly personal
Do not share your account (password, ssh keys) with anyone
Do not use someone else’s account, even if they say it’s OK
If you suspect that someone used your account, change your password and contact clustersupport@id.ethz.ch

 Consequences
 In case of abuse, the offender’s account may be blocked temporarily or closed
 System administrators are obliged by law to investigate abusive or illegal activities and report
them to the relevant authorities
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Access > Security
 Firewall
 Euler access is only possible via secure protocols (ssh, sftp, scp, rsync)
 Euler is accessible only inside ETH ➔ use VPN to login from outside
 Euler cannot access computers outside ETH ➔ use ETH’s proxy service
(http://proxy.ethz.ch:3128) to access external servers
 Suspicious clients that repeatedly fail to login are automatically blacklisted

 Password
 Your account will be temporarily blocked if you enter a wrong password too many times
 You can change your NETHZ password at https://password.ethz.ch
 Contact your local IT Support Group or the Service Desk if you need help with your NETHZ
account (blocked account, forgotten password, etc.)
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Access > SSH connection
 Unix, including Linux and macOS
 Open a shell (Terminal in macOS) and use the standard ssh command:
ssh username@euler.ethz.ch

 Windows
 PuTTY (ssh client)
 Download and install the free PuTTY program: http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/
 Please refer to “Getting started” section of the manual:
http://the.earth.li/~sgtatham/putty/0.60/htmldoc/Chapter2.html#gs

 Cygwin (Linux environment under Windows)
 Download: http://www.cygwin.com, http://cygwin.com/install.html
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Access > SSH connection
$ ssh leonhard@euler.ethz.ch
leonhard@euler.ethz.ch's password:
Last login: Mon Jun 29 12:48:55 2015 from somewhere.ethz.ch
____________________
___
/ ________
___
/__/ /
/ _____/ / / / ___
/
/_______/ /__/ /__/ /__/
Eidgenoessische Technische Hochschule Zuerich
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich
------------------------------------------------------------------------E U L E R C L U S T E R
CentOS 6
http://clusterwiki.ethz.ch/brutus/Getting_started_with_Euler
NEW! --> http://tinyurl.com/cluster-support
cluster-support@id.ethz.ch
[leonhard@euler05 ~]$
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Access > SSH keys
 SSH keys allow you to login without password
 Especially useful for file transfers and automated tasks
 When used properly, SSH keys are much safer than passwords

 SSH keys always come in pairs
 A private key, stored on your local workstation (and nowhere else!)
 A public key, stored on the computer(s) you want to connect to

 You can generate as many pairs as you like
 For example, one for each computer you intend to connect to

 Keys can (should) be protected with a passphrase
 You can use an SSH agent to unlock the key for the duration of a session, so that you do not
need to enter the passphrase every time you want to use it
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Access > SSH keys > Linux / macOS
 On your workstation, use ssh-keygen to generate a key pair
 For extra security, enter a passphrase when prompted
 By default the keys are stored in $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa and $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa.pub

 Keep the private key secure; do NOT copy it or share it with anyone

 On Euler, create the directory $HOME/.ssh
mkdir -m 700 $HOME/.ssh

 On your workstation, use ssh to copy the public key to Euler
cat $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa.pub | \
ssh username@euler.ethz.ch "cat - >> .ssh/authorized_keys"

 With some Linux distributions, the two previous steps can be done at once using
ssh-copy-id
ssh-copy-id username@euler.ethz.ch
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Access > Graphical user interface
 Euler uses the X Window System (also called “X11” or simply “X”) to display a
program’s graphical user interface (GUI) on your workstation
 You need to install an X11 server on your workstation to display X11 windows

 Linux
 X11 (Xorg) is normally installed by default

 macOS
 Since X11 is no longer included in macOS, you must install XQuartz

 Windows
 X11 is not supported by Windows; you can install for example Cygwin/X or Xming (both
freeware) or run X11 in a Linux virtual machine
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Access > SSH + X11
 The ports used by X11 are blocked by the cluster’s firewall
 To circumvent this, you must open an SSH “tunnel” and redirect all X11 communication
through that tunnel, using the command:
ssh -Y username@euler.ethz.ch

 Linux
 Simply enter the command above in a shell

 macOS
 Enter the command above in the Terminal; macOS should launch XQuartz automatically
 If this does not work, launch XQuartz manually, select Terminal from the Applications menu,
and enter the command above

 Windows
 Open a terminal in Xming (Xming ➔ Xming) or Cygwin/x (Cygwin-X ➔ Xwin Server) and enter
the command above
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Data > Personal storage (every user)
 Home: /cluster/home/username (=$HOME)





Safe, long-term storage for critical data (program source, scripts, etc.)
Accessible only by the user (owner); other people cannot read its contents
Disk quota of 16 GB and a maximum of 100’000 files
Contents saved every hour (snapshot) and every night (tape backup)

 Scratch: /cluster/scratch/username (=$SCRATCH)
 Fast, short-term storage for computations running on the cluster
 Created automatically upon first access (cd $SCRATCH)
 Visible (mounted) only when accessed
 Strict usage rules; see $SCRATCH/__USAGE_RULES__ for details

 Disk quota of 2.5 TB and a maximum of 1’000’000 files
 Absolutely NO backup and purged on a regular basis
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Data > Group storage (shareholders only)
 Project: /cluster/project/groupname





Safe, long-term storage for critical data (like home)
Shareholders can buy as much space as they need
Access rights managed by the owner
Tape backup optional (for a fee)

 Work: /cluster/work/groupname
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Data > Other storage options
 Local /scratch on each compute node (=$TMPDIR)
 Intended for serial, I/O-intensive applications
 Very short life span; data are deleted automatically when the job ends
 Scratch space must be requested by the job (see “batch system” later on)

 Central NAS
 Groups who have purchased storage on the central NAS of ETH can ask the Storage Group of
IT Services to export it to Euler
 Accessible from all nodes in the cluster

 Other NAS
 Groups who are operating their own NAS can export a shared file system via NFS to Euler
 Requirement: user and group IDs must be consistent with NETHZ
 Mounted automatically on Euler under /nfs/servername/sharename
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Data > File system comparison

File system

Life span

Backup

Max size

Small files

Large files

/cluster/home

Permanent

Yes

16 GB

+

o

/cluster/scratch

2 weeks

No

2.5 TB

o

++

/cluster/project

4 years

Optional

Flexible

+

+

/cluster/work

4 years

No

Flexible

o

++

local /scratch

Job

No

800 GB

++

o

central NAS

Flexible

Optional

Flexible

+

+
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Data > Copying data from/to the cluster
 Secure copy (scp) is most commonly used to transfer files
 Syntax:
scp [options] source destination

 Example: copy a file from your workstation to Euler (home directory)
scp file username@euler.ethz.ch:

 Example: copy a file from Euler to your workstation (current directory)
scp username@euler.ethz.ch:file .

 Copy a whole directory
scp -r localdir username@euler.ethz.ch:remotedir

 Scp clients: WinSCP, PSCP, Filezilla
 Other commands like sftp, rsync, svn, git, wget
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Data > Using file transfer nodes > scp
 File transfer nodes for bulk data transfer (multi-TB)





Temporary solution until new login nodes are in place
Operating system and network optimized for maximum bandwidth
Basel:
bs-ft-bs-03.ethz.ch, bs-ft-bs-04.ethz.ch
Lugano: euler-ft-03.ethz.ch, euler-ft-04.ethz.ch

 Copying a file to Euler (from Basel to Lugano):
ssh username@bs-ft-bs-03.ethz.ch
cd /nfs4/bs-filesvr01/export/borgwardt/localdir
scp file username@euler-ft-03.ethz.ch:/cluster/project/borgwardt/remotedir

 Copying a file from Euler (Lugano to Basel):
ssh username@euler-ft-03.ethz.ch

cd /cluster/project/borgwardt/localdir
scp file username@bs-ft-bs-03.ethz.ch:/nfs4/bs-filesvr01/export/borgwardt/remotedir
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Data > Using file transfer nodes > lftp
 For very large amounts of data lftp should be used
 lftp can use multiple streams to transfer files
 Single file can be partitioned and transferred in parallel (single file, multiple streams)
 Multiple files can be partitioned and are transferred in parallel (multiple files, multiple streams)

 Recommendations for using lftp
 Always download files
 For uploading a file to Euler, initiate the copy process from Euler and download the file from
your local file server
 Only use lftp in combination with the file transfer nodes
 We recommend to use 4 or 8 streams (in special cases 16, but not more), as using too many
streams in combination with packet loss can lead to lower transfer speeds
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Data > Using file transfer nodes > scp vs. lftp
[leonhard@ft-bs-03 ~]$ cd /PCIeSSD/
[leonhard@ft-bs-03 PCIeSSD]$ scp -r euler-ft-04.ethz.ch:/cluster/project/test/bigfiles_tared/ .
leonhard@euler-ft-04.ethz.ch's password:
fsl-5.0.9-centos6_64.tar
100% 4318MB 172.7MB/s
00:25
r2013b.tar.gz
100% 6366MB 148.1MB/s
00:43
abaqus.tar.gz
100% 4295MB 143.2MB/s
00:30
COMSOL520200.tar.gz
100% 3674MB 175.0MB/s
00:21
[leonhard@ft-bs-03 PCIeSSD]$ lftp sftp://leonhard@euler-ft-03.ethz.ch -e "mirror -P 1 --use-pgetn=1 /cluster/project/test/bigfiles_tared; exit"
Password:
Total: 1 directory, 4 files, 0 symlinks
New: 4 files, 0 symlinks
19559884349 bytes transferred in 225 seconds (82.98 MiB/s)
[leonhard@ft-bs-03 PCIeSSD]$ lftp sftp://leonhard@euler-ft-04.ethz.ch -e "mirror -P 4 --use-pgetn=4 /cluster/project/test/bigfiles_tared; exit"
Password:
Total: 1 directory, 4 files, 0 symlinks
New: 4 files, 0 symlinks
19544579633 bytes transferred in 43 seconds (437.83 MiB/s)
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Data > OS integration
 Some tools allow you to mount your Euler home directory on your workstation
Linux + Gnome: “Connect to server”
Linux + KDE: Konqueror, Dolphin, Filezilla
macOS: MacFUSE, Macfusion, Cyberduck, Filezilla
Windows: WinSCP, Filezilla






 Beware of incompatibilities between Windows and Linux/macOS
 Windows (DOS) treats text files differently than Linux and macOS (UNIX)
 Handy conversion tools: dos2unix and unix2dos

 To avoid this problem, the safest solution is to create/edit files on Euler itself
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Environment > Modules
 Euler provides environment modules to configure your environment for specific
tools, e.g.





Development tools
Scientific libraries
Communication libraries
Third-party applications

 Advantages
 Configuration is fully automatic and – hopefully – fool-proof
 Different versions of the same software can co-exist and can be selected explicitly
 You can easily try out different tools, switch between versions, to find out which one works
best for you
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Environment > Modules > Commands
module

get info about module sub-commands

module avail

list all modules available on Euler

module avail name

list all modules that match name

module key keyword

list all modules whose description contains keyword

module help name

get information about module name

module show name

show what module name does (without loading it)

module load name

load module name

module list

list all currently loaded modules

module unload name

unload module name

module purge

unload all modules at once
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Environment > Modules > Naming scheme
 General module naming scheme
program_name/version(alias[:alias2])

 Aliases can be used instead of version
program_name/alias

==

program_name/version

 The special alias “default” indicates which version is taken by default (if neither
version nor alias is specified)
program_name/default

==

program_name

 If default is not shown, the most recent version (i.e. that with the largest number)
is taken by default
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Environment > Modules > Life cycle
 All supported applications are readily accessible via the module command
 New, untested applications, and applications that are not fully supported yet, are
placed in the “new” module category
 This gives users a chance to test bleeding-edge software

 Applications that are no longer supported are moved into the “legacy” module
category
 Old modules are never deleted

 Table of all available applications and versions:
 https://scicomp.ethz.ch/wiki/index.php/Euler_applications
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Environment > Modules > Categories

Category

Support

Changes

How to enable

Purpose

New

Partial

Any time

module load new

Development & testing

Supported

Full

Quarterly

Enabled by default

Production

Legacy

Minimal

Never

module load legacy

Compatibility & continuity
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Environment > Modules > Example
[leonhard@euler04 ~]$ module load new legacy
[leonhard@euler04 ~]$ module avail gcc
----------- /cluster/apps/modules/modulefiles ----------gcc/4.4.7(4.4)
gcc/4.8.2(default) gcc/4.9.2
----------- /cluster/apps/modules/new ----------gcc/4.8.4
----------- /cluster/apps/modules/legacy ----------gcc/4.7.4
[leonhard@euler04 ~]$ module help gcc
----------- Module Specific Help for 'gcc/4.8.2' ----------GNU C/C++ and Fortran compilers version 4.8.2
[leonhard@euler04 ~]$ module load gcc/4.7.4
[leonhard@euler04 ~]$ module list
Currently Loaded Modulefiles:
1) new
2) legacy
3) gcc/4.7.4
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Batch > Overview
 The batch system of Euler is called LSF (Load Sharing Facility)
 LSF manages all resources available on the cluster and allocates them to users’
jobs
 Ensures that resources are used as efficiently as possible
 Calculates user/job priorities based on a fair share principle

 All computations must be submitted to the batch system
 There is no other way to access the cluster’s compute nodes

 Please do not run computations on the login nodes
 Login nodes may only be used for file transfer, compilation, code testing and debugging, and
quick pre- and post-processing
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Batch > Basic job submission
 Use bsub to submit a job to the batch system
bsub [LSF options] job

 A job can be either …









a single Linux command
a shell script, passed via “<”
a here document, passed via “<<”
a program, with its path
a command or program, with its arguments
multiple commands, enclosed in quotes
piped commands, enclosed in quotes
a command with I/O redirection, quoted

cmd
< script
<< EOF ... EOF
/path/to/program
cmd arg1 arg2
"cmd1 ; cmd2"
"cmd1 | cmd2"
"cmd <in >out"

 We’ll talk about bsub’s options later
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Batch > Basic job submission
 When you submit a job via bsub, the batch system analyzes it and dispatches it
to a batch queue
 LSF always selects the best queue for your job
 You can not select a queue yourself

 If all goes well, bsub tells you
 The kind of job you have submitted – e.g. “Generic job”
 The job’s unique identifier (“job ID”) – e.g. “8146539”
 The queue were the job was dispatched – e.g. “normal.4h”
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Batch > Basic job submission > Examples
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub echo hello
Generic job.
Job <8146539> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub < hello.sh
Generic job.
Job <8146540> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub ./bin/hello
Generic job.
Job <8146541> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub "date; pwd; ls -l"
Generic job.
Job <8146542> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub "du -sk /scratch > du.out"
Generic job.
Job <8146543> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
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Batch > Resource requirements
 The batch system of Euler works like a black box
 You do not need to know anything about queues, hosts, user groups, priorities, etc. to use it
 You only need to specify the resources needed by your job

 The two most important resources are
 Maximal run-time and the number of processors for parallel jobs

 These resources are passed to bsub using options
bsub -W HH:MM -n number_of_processors …

 By default, a job will get 1 processor for 4 hour
 If you need more time and/or processors, you must request them
 Standard run-time limits are 4h, 24h, 120h and 30 days
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Batch > Advanced resource requirements
 Memory
 By default LSF gives you 1024 MB of memory per processor (core)
 If you need more, you must request it
 For example, to request 2048 MB per processor (core):
bsub -R "rusage[mem=2048]" …

 Scratch space
 LSF does not allocate any local scratch space to batch jobs
 If your job writes temporary files into the local /scratch file system, you must request it
 For example, to request 10,000 MB of scratch space:
bsub -R "rusage[scratch=10000]" …

 Both requirements can be combined
bsub -R "rusage[mem=2048,scratch=10000]" …
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Batch > Other bsub options
-o outfile

append job’s standard output to outfile

-e errfile

append job’s error messages to errfile

-R "rusage[…]"

advanced resource requirement (memory,…)

-J jobname

assign a jobname to the job

-w "depcond"

wait until dependency condition is satisfied

-Is

submit an interactive job with pseudo-terminal

-B / -N

send an email when the job begins/ends

-u user@domain

use this address instead of username@ethz.ch
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Batch > Parallel job submission
 Shared memory job (OpenMP)
 Runs on a single compute node
 Can use up to 24 processors
 Number of processors must be defined in $OMP_NUM_THREADS
export OMP_NUM_THREADS=8
bsub -n 8 ./program

 Distributed memory job (MPI)
 Runs on multiple compute nodes
 Can use tens or even hundreds of processors
 Program must be launched using mpirun
module load compiler
module load mpi_library
bsub -n 240 mpirun ./program
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Batch > Parallel job submission > Examples
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ export OMP_NUM_THREADS=8
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub -n 8 ./hello_omp
Generic job.
Job <8147290> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ unset OMP_NUM_THREADS
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub -n 240 mpirun ./hello_mpi
MPI job.
Your environment is not configured for MPI.
Please load the module(s) needed by your job before executing 'bsub'.
Request aborted by esub. Job not submitted.
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ module load intel open_mpi
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub -n 240 mpirun ./hello_mpi
MPI job.
Job <8147303> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
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Batch > Job array
 Multiple similar jobs can be submitted at once using a so-called “job array”





All jobs in an array share the same JobID
Use job index between brackets to distinguish between individual jobs in an array
LSF stores job index and array size in environment variables
Each job can have its own standard output

 Examples:
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bsub -J "array_name[1-N]" ./program

# submit N jobs at once

bjobs -J array_name

# all jobs in an array

bjobs -J jobID

# all jobs in an array

bjobs -J array_name[index]

# specific job in an array

bjobs -J jobID[index]

# specific job in an array
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Batch > Job array > Example
[leonhard@euler03 ~] bsub -J "hello[1-8]"
bsub> echo "Hello, I am job $LSB_JOBINDEX of $LSB_JOBINDEX_END"
bsub> ctrl-D
Job array.
Job <29976045> is submitted to queue <normal.4h>.
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bjobs
JOBID
USER
STAT QUEUE
FROM_HOST
EXEC_HOST
JOB_NAME
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[1]
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[2]
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[3]
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[4]
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[5]
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[6]
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[7]
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[8]
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bjobs -J hello[6]
JOBID
USER
STAT QUEUE
FROM_HOST
EXEC_HOST
JOB_NAME
29976045
leonhard PEND normal.4h euler03
hello[6]
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SUBMIT_TIME
Oct 10 11:03
Oct 10 11:03
Oct 10 11:03
Oct 10 11:03
Oct 10 11:03
Oct 10 11:03
Oct 10 11:03
Oct 10 11:03
SUBMIT_TIME
Oct 10 11:03
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Batch > #BSUB pragmas
 bsub options can be specified either on the command line or inside a job script
using the #BSUB pragma, for example
#!/bin/bash
#BSUB -n 24
#BSUB -W 8:00
#BSUB -R "rusage[mem=4000]"
cd /path/to/execution/folder
command arg1 arg2

# 24 cores
# 8-hour run-time
# 4000 MB per core

 In this case, the script must be submitted using the “<” operator
bsub < script

 bsub options specified on the command line override those inside the script
bsub -n 48 < script
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Batch > Light-weight job
 Light-weight jobs are jobs that do not consume a lot of CPU time, for example
 Master process in some type of parallel jobs
 File transfer program
 Interactive shell

 Some compute nodes are specially configured for light-weight jobs
 They allow multiple light-weight jobs to run on the same core at the same time
 This is more efficient than allocating 100% of a core to a job that would use only 10%

 Use the option “-R light” to submit a light-weight job
 Example: submit a 15-minute interactive bash shell
bsub -W 15 -Is -R light /bin/bash

 Do not forget to logout (type “logout” or “exit”) when you’re done
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Batch > Light-weight job > Example
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$ bsub -W 15 -Is -R light /bin/bash
Generic job.
Job <27877012> is submitted to queue <light.5d>.
<<Waiting for dispatch ...>>
<<Starting on e2002>>
[leonhard@e2002 ~]$ pwd
/cluster/home/leonhard
[leonhard@e2002 ~]$ hostname
e2002
[leonhard@e2002 ~]$ exit
exit
[leonhard@euler03 ~]$
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Batch > Job control commands
busers

user limits, number of pending and running jobs

bqueues

queues status (open/closed; active/inactive)

bjobs

more or less detailed information about pending and running jobs,
and recently finished jobs

bbjobs

better bjobs 

bhist

info about jobs finished in the last hours/days

bpeek

display the standard output of a given job

lsf_load

show the CPU load of all nodes used by a job

bjob_connect

login to a node where your job is running

bkill

kill a job

Commands shown in blue are not standard LSF command but specific to Euler
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Batch > Job control > Main bjobs options
(no option)

list all your jobs in all queues

-p

list only pending (waiting) jobs and indicate why they are pending

-r

list only running jobs

-d

list only done job (finished within the last hour)

-l

display status in long format

-w

display status in wide format

-o "format"

use custom output format (see LSF documentation for details)

-J jobname

show only job(s) called jobname

-q queue

show only jobs in a specific queue

job-ID(s)

list of job-IDs (this must be the last option)
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Batch > Job control > bbjobs
 Displays more human-friendly
information than bjobs
 Requested number of cores,
memory and scratch
 Queue wait time
 Wall-clock time
 Number of tasks

 Shows the efficiency of a job
 CPU utilization
 Memory utilization
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[leonhard@euler05 ~]$
Job information
Job ID
Status
Running on node
User
Queue
Command
Working directory
Requested resources
Requested cores
Requested runtime
Requested memory
Requested scratch
Job history
Submitted at
Started at
Queue wait time
Resource usage
Updated at
Wall-clock
Tasks
Total CPU time
CPU utilization
Sys/Kernel time
Total Memory
Memory utilization

bbjobs 8619658
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

8619658
RUNNING
24*e2218 24*e2212 …
leonhard
normal.24h
#!/bin/csh -f; #BS…
$HOME/cesm122-trun…

:
:
:
:

144
23 h 59 min
1024 MB per core, …
not specified

: 15:05 2015-07-07
: 15:11 2015-07-07
: 0 h 6 min
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

16:10 2015-07-07
18 min
442
42 h 2 min
93.2 %
0.0 %
51235 MB
34.7 %
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Batch > Job control > Main bkill options
job-ID

kill job-ID

0

kill all jobs (yours only)

-J jobname

kill most recent job called jobname

-J jobname 0

kill all jobs called jobname

-q queue

kill most recent job in queue

-q queue 0

kill all jobs in queue
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Batch > Job output
 By default a job's output is stored in a file named "lsf.ojob-ID" located in the
submission directory
 In addition to your program’s standard output, this file shows








The command that you submitted to the batch system
The queue where the job was dispatched
The date and time when the job started/ended
The name(s) of the compute node(s) that executed the job
The directory where your program ran
The CPU time and memory used by the job
The number of processes and threads executed by the job

 This can be used to fine-tune the resources requirements of your next jobs
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Batch > Troubleshooting
 bsub rejects my job
 If the error message is not self-explanatory, please report it to cluster-support@id.ethz.ch

 My job is stuck in the queue since XXX hours/days
 Use bjobs -p to find out why your job is pending
 “Individual host-based reasons” means that the resources requested by your jobs are not
available at this time
 Some resources may never become available (e.g. mem=10000000)
 Some resource requirements may be mutually exclusive

 My job was sent to the “purgatory” queue
 This queue is designed to catch jobs that were not submitted properly, either due to a user
error or a bug in the batch system
 Always report this type of problem to cluster-support@id.ethz.ch
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Outlook
 Introduction
 Accessing the cluster
 Data management
 Environment modules
 Batch system

 Applications
 Getting help
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Applications > Centrally installed
 Applications that are needed by many users should be installed centrally, like
compilers and libraries
 Visible and accessible to all users via modules
 Installed and maintained by cluster support
 Commercial licenses provided by IDES

 Central applications are installed in /cluster/apps

 List of centrally installed applications on Euler:
 https://scicomp.ethz.ch/wiki/index.php/Euler_applications

 Users can install additional applications in their home directory
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Applications > Commercial / Open source
 Bioinformatics and life sciences
 Bioconductor, BLAST, Bowtie, CLC Genomics Server, FSL, RAxML, TopHat

 Finite element methods
 Ansys, Abaqus, FEniCS, MSC Marc, MSC Nastran

 Multi-physics phenomena
 Ansoft Maxwell, COMSOL Multiphysics, Trilinos

 Quantum chemistry and molecular dynamics
 ADF, CP2K, Gaussian, NWChem, Orca, Quantum Espresso, Turbomole

 Symbolic, numerical and statistical mathematics
 Gurobi, Maple, Mathematica, MATLAB, R, Stata

 Visualization
 Ffmpeg, ParaView, VisIT, VTK
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Applications > Development
 Compiler
 GCC, Intel, LLVM, PGI

 Scientific libraries
 ACML, Boost, deal.II, Eigen, FFTW, GMP, GSL, HDF5, MKL, NetCDF, NumPy, OpenBLAS,
PETSc, SciPy

 MPI libraries
 Open MPI, MVAPICH2

 Build systems
 GNU Autotools, Cmake, qmake, make

 Version Control
 SVN, Git, Mercurial, CVS
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Applications > Compiling an application/library from source
 Software installation is not uniform
 Developers can’t agree on using a standardized method to build software
 There is a zoo of methods and build systems available, therefore every case needs to be
looked at individually

 Generic example (standard GNU method):






Download source code of the library/application
Load modules of required development tools (compiler, required libraries)
Patch source if needed
run configure script, specifying the location of the dependencies and setting prefix
Run make and then make install

 In case of problems, please contact cluster support and provide as much
information as possible (what did you try? which errors did you get? etc.)
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Applications > Compiling a library from source > blitz++
export BASEDIR=/cluster/project/borgwardt/workshop/apps/blitz++/0.10
mkdir -p $BASEDIR/source $BASEDIR/x86_64
cd $BASEDIR/source
wget https://sourceforge.net/projects/blitz/files/blitz/Blitz++%200.10/blitz-0.10.tar.gz
tar -xzvf blitz-0.10.tar.gz
cd blitz-0.10
module load gcc/4.8.2 openblas/0.2.13_seq boost/1.59.0
sed -i 's|-lblas|-lopenblas|g;s|BOOSTLIBDIR=.*|BOOSTLIBDIR=$BOOST_LIBRARYDIR|g' configure
./configure --prefix=$BASEDIR/x86_64 --enable-fortran --enable-64bit \
--enable-shared --enable-optimize --enable-serialization \
--with-blas=$GOTOBLAS2/lib --with-boost=$BOOST_ROOT/lib64
make all
make install
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Applications > Creating a module file > blitz++
mkdir -p /cluster/project/borgwardt/workshop/modules/blitz
cat > /cluster/project/borgwardt/workshop/modules/blitz/0.10 << 'EOF'
#%Module1.0
set version 0.10
module-whatis "blitz++ version $version"
set helpmsg "blitz++ version $version"
set topdir "/cluster/project/borgwardt/workshop/apps/blitz++/$version/x86_64"
prepend-path LD_LIBRARY_PATH $topdir/lib
prepend-path INCLUDE $topdir/include
prepend-path C_INCLUDE_PATH $topdir/include
prepend-path CPLUS_INCLUDE_PATH $topdir/include
EOF

module use /cluster/project/borgwardt/workshop/modules
module load gcc/4.8.2 openblas/0.2.13_seq boost/1.59.0 blitz/0.10
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Applications > Compiling a library from source > tensorflow
bsub -Is -n 24 -W 4:00 bash
cd $TMPDIR
module load new gcc/4.8.2 java/1.8.0_91 bazel/0.3.0 swig/3.0.5 python/3.4.3
Module load eth_proxy
git clone -b r0.10 https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
cd tensorflow
sed -i '/def .*linko/,+1 s|\[\]|["-lrt"]|' tensorflow/tensorflow.bzl
./configure
bazel build --verbose_failures -c opt //tensorflow/tools/pip_package:build_pip_package
bazel-bin/tensorflow/tools/pip_package/build_pip_package /tmp/tensorflow_pkg
pip install /tmp/tensorflow_pkg/tensorflow-0.10.0-py3-none-any.whl --user
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Outlook
 Introduction
 Accessing the cluster
 Data management
 Environment modules
 Batch system

 Applications
 Getting help
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Getting help
 Wiki
 https://scicomp.ethz.ch/wiki (new wiki, beta)
 http://brutuswiki.ethz.ch (accessible only from inside ETH)
 http://brutuswiki.ethz.ch/brutus/Getting_started_with_Euler

 Ticket system
 http://tinyurl.com/cluster-support (NETHZ authentication)
 Please describe your problem as accurately as possible

 E-mail
 cluster-support@id.ethz.ch
 Please do not send questions to individual members of the team

 Person-to-person
 Contact us to set up an appointment at your place
 Visit us at Weinbergstrasse 11, WEC, D floor (please call first)
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Dos and don’ts
 Dos






Optimize your workflow to make it as efficient as possible
Understand what you are doing
Ask for help if you don’t understand what you are doing
Keep in mind that Euler is shared by many users
Choose the file system you want to use carefully

 Don’ts
Don’t waste CPU time or disk space
Don’t run applications on the login nodes
Don't use login nodes to transfer large amounts of data (do that in a batch job)
Don’t write large amounts of data to standard output
Don’t run hundreds of small jobs if the same work can be done in a single job
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Questions?
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